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Moving Home      Four Second Decay 
 
It’s queer now how in order to be mobile we are bound more tightly, we are made to meekly stand 
waiting in unmoving queues, accepting categories whose title – REST OF THE WORLD – at 
passport control may strike one at the very least as fatuous.  Should there then be a queue with a 
sign reading TINY ISLAND NATION or FRACTIOUS EU TERRITORIES. 
 
Even outside of the strange dance that is  travel covered by the Schengen treaty – and you cannot 
help but wonder while you stand queuing who were parties to this treaty? Did they exchange gifts? 
At what point did movement in a supposedly united Europe across open borders become abridged 
by a nation who like Bartleby preferred not to? – even beyond the Schengen such restrictions abide. 
 
The economy of moving home has many levels – the deposit, the van hire, the agent, the airplane, 
the ship container, the IKEA bag bulging its blue sides.  Then there is the economy of the few. As 
the gap between executive pay and wage labourer is 380:1, so toothe economy of moving home: if 
you have money, you have mobility. 
 
Premium Service at airport security checks, premium service at the US and UK borders, the rate at 
which a body moves can be plotted against a graph of rising income.  Tier 2 Visa?  No problem if 
you make in excess of £150,000 annually, as so many of us do. 
 
Now I am a fan of excess.  In fact I abide by the teachings of that emeritus/erminitus occupant of 
the Well Endowed Plush Chair of Excessonomics Mae West; she who intones too much of a good 
thing is wonderful.  But Chairman Mae offers an excess available to most – voluptuousness as cash 
on the well-stocked barrelhead. 
 
That £150,000 annually guarantees those moving unhindered across borders, between homes will be 
servants of mammon, not Maman as Mae might say.  Or as she most probably would say, Your 
Mama. 
 
Decisions must be made to set a movement of home to home in motion.  So the boxes are 
purchased.  Notional yet as they arrive in their pristine cardboard flatness. [box displayed] then the 
tape [sound of packing tape, giant being ripped as the box is constructed during this paragraph and 
the following] which will transform the atoms of the flat thing into the container to hold vital items, 
of memory, of record, of gifts accepted.  So how much tape do you use when you move home?  
How temporary are the boxes?  Will they become harried and worn, still full months after, years 
after ‘settling in?’  What is your relationship to the objects to be moved, you the subject moving? 
 
Is no amount of tape and newspaper padding enough to hold stable the things you are putting in 
motion?  Nothing involves loss quite so openly as moving home. Some things will always break, 
some will get lost.  Inexplicably: 12 boxes in the van, 12 boxes delivered and still one guitar stand 
goes missing.  How can that be?  As if like Chronos there is a god of moving that must devour a 
beloved thing in order to make the sacrifice complete. 
 
Modern times have offered modern solutions for protection.  One of the best, if a tad expensive, is 
bubble wrap. [Slowly, methodically someone pops each individual bubble while the text continues]  
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Trapped air makes safe movement possible – promising to cushion our fall, to cushion our objects, 
both the glamorous and the homey, the high-heeled shoes size 14 and the falsies used to shore up 
the sides of the precious crystal salad bowl. 
 
How many times in the moving process does the mover stop dead?  In the face of unlimited small 
items that no longer really serve but take more effort to sort than wrap up together?  In the face of 
grief if the move is forced, in the face of exhaustion if the move is chosen. 
 
Home is a moveable feast or at least feeling at home is a moveable feast – a sensation as changeable 
as Scottish weather: snow at the corner, sun midway down the street and rain waiting round the 
bend.  The Greeks must have felt at home in Europe once; but do Southerners ever settle to 
comfort in the North?   
 
How many moves are never made because the architecture of change is simply too complicated?  
The longing to go blunted by the physical weight of trying to leave. 
 
Travel light is both an axiom and a caution now. To do so suggests an incorporeal commitment, a 
hidden desire for the Puritan perfection of being unencumbered by things, by others, by sensation.  
Again money/economics can make all the difference in the light or heavy of moving.  If you can 
replace all you left behind from the simple, a bottle of water and a toothbrush, to the luxurious, the 
gold lame cape and the Eau Sauvage Extreme, then you can travel far and fast.  But if you are 
attached to a few things and without unlimited resources, you might find yourself pushing a cart, 
lugging an enormous rolling suitcase that betrays the accordion and bells within.  In any event you 
won’t even get through the first set of automatic doors at Heathrow with a shopping cart. 
 
So if it is queer how many strictures there are in place to render us mobile, this queerness obtains 
going and staying.   
 
To be clear the strictures are not queer, but there are healthy, natural queer responses to the 
strictures which might find you blocked.  For example remaining in a new country requires a 
surrender of vagabondishness, a surrender of the self-generated wandering often necessary to keep 
up with queer home economics.  Ask James Baldwin who knew you never learned your Home Ec 
better than when you became an ex-pat and learned to do the math.  Even visiting these days 
requires queues and explanations: mysterious answers to ‘why are you visiting’ are rewarded with 
detention and deportation.  Jokes will get you handcuffed.   
 
Imagine Chairman Mae at the Border, waiting in the queue with the REST OF THE WORLD, 
smoking [sirens ringing], swigging, and flicking a boa in impatience, arriving at the desk to be asked: 
‘what is the purpose of your visit?’ 
 
Possible Answer 1: ‘If I told you honey, you wouldn’t believe me’ 
Possible Answer 2:  ‘I have been asked to consult with your government; I am a specialist in     
                                 infrastructure.’ 
 
Moving Home, Leaving Home, Returning Home – even if you have lived somewhere else for years 
inevitably the nation to which your passport belongs will hail you at the border with ‘Welcome Back, 
Welcome Home’ – Moving Home, leaving Home, Returning Home mixes the comic against the 
tragic, injustices tiny come right up against injustices unfathomable.  People get through – return to 
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mobility – people don’t – cessation of movement ahead, movement back to ‘where they came from.’  
The question is not merely where/what/how we feel at home.  Now crucially the question is 
where/what/how home decides to feel about us.  Live an adult life, be penalized for your free 
movement.  Too many absences and then too many entrances; too much border sex going freely in 
and out. 
 
Borders have excessive controls and host excessively long queues of people moving through, but 
borders practice and preach scarcity.  From time out of mind societies have been made nervous by 
the open, the female open, the queer open, the barter open, open mouths and sites that keep hope 
circulating even as the borders close. 
 
Excessonomics would take the risk of the open.  After all how improved are our circumstances 
more than ten years into drastic measures of control?  While wealthy mobility and the market they 
denominate free feed the FTSE, DOW, NIKKEI obsession, those items we do hold in common, 
and many of the ones to go in or come out of the moving boxes, to be transported and restored, 
exist in the real time of decay, in the inevitability of the consequence of motion.  They crumble and 
fall apart while we wait in queues.  So much concrete detritus, ballast for a ship we have abandoned. 
 
QUEER BIOMETRICS 
 
So let’s practice imaginative border control.  Acknowledging with Lewis Hyde that things held in 
common flourish in the delicate interaction between open access and stinting, by moving and by 
restraining ourselves for the good of others, queer home economics indeed.  When strawberry 
season begins in the common ground, for example, I cannot hogall six weeks to myself gorging on 
succulent redness, moving freely, queen of the patch.  No, I have my stint of berry binging and I 
surrender my place to others, in order to eat the peaches too. 
 
Queer Biometrics then asks us to consider this question.  What vital facts do you need to know 
about a person coming across your borders, coming into your home?  What will you control?  What 
questions will you ask?  Who will you allow in? 
 
The Home Office offers a premium service for a small few of the thousands of people – foreign 
nationals they are called – who must now as of April 2011 by law have their ‘biometrics taken’ and 
made into a card that passes one through and out, passes one back and in.  In the US too every 
‘foreigner’ is required to give Homeland Security the finger, that is, to be identified by print.  That 
stillness, that moment of captured information in exchange for moving beyond the counter and into 
the land of the free.  So if you select the Premium Service, a Home Office agent will come to your 
house or office and ‘take your biometrics for the price of £6,000.  Money for nothing and your 
prints for free.  Paying for something intrinsically one’s own; biometric property is theft? 
 
So let us return then to a Queer Biometrics.  What vital information would you want from someone 
crossing your borders? Entering your home? 
 
I would want to know things about them: 
 

• What book are your currently reading and why? 
• Analog or Digital? 

I would want to discover whether they knew enough about the place they wanted to enter: 
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• Name one Angela Carter character 
• Be able to identify the primary instrument played by Thelonious Monk 
• How many roses in Gertrude Stein’s name? 

 
Of course there are visiting visas, voyages of discovery when we would not be so rude as to demand 
foreknowledge. 
 
But you, what would you want to know?  What would you want to be known?  How many 
biometrics does it take to make a move? 
 
Let me leave you with one of the sayings of Chairman Mae: 
 
Home is where the heat is. 


